In this paper, we proposed a lexicon for emotion analysis in Turkish for six emotional categories happiness, fear, anger, sadness, disgust, and surprise. Besides, we also investigated the effects of a lemmatizer and a stemmer, two term-weighting schemes, four lexicon enrichment methods, and a term selection approach for lexicon construction. To do this, we generated Turkish emotion lexicon based on a dataset, TREMO, containing 25,989 documents. We then preprocessed the documents to obtain dictionary and stem forms of each term using a lemmatizer and a stemmer.
Introduction
In today's world, a huge amount of raw text data has been generated with the increasing use of social media applications and communication equipment. As the enormous amount of raw data increases exponentially day by day, new business opportunities arise. The main idea behind these business opportunities is the need to extract meaningful information about a subject such as a topic or a product. This kind of information is very valuable because it provides feedbacks about the related subject whether it is liked or not in the market. In light of these feedbacks, such information is used in many areas such as recommendation systems.
Two similar approaches rise to prominence when it comes to extracting meaningful information about feelings from the raw data. The first is emotion analysis and the second is sentiment analysis also known as opinion mining. While the emotion analysis focuses on different emotion categories such as happiness, sadness, or disgust, the sentiment analysis mainly focuses on positive, negative, and neutral categories. These two analysis types are often referred to as emotion analysis when expressed in Turkish in the literature. However, as already mentioned, one examines a number of emotions expressed in the texts while the other examines the feelings in the texts, i.e. the negative, positive, or neutral situations. In the literature, there are studies both in Turkish and English languages for both emotion and sentiment analyses. However, sentiment analysis is more popular in the literature than emotion analysis for two main reasons. The first one is that since the companies or any foundation require brief information, they demand sentiment analysis from the feedbacks of the people about the related subject. The second reason is that emotion analysis is a more difficult process because of the diversity of emotion categories.
The studies based on sentiment analysis commonly focus on two main approaches which are lexicon-based and machine-learning approaches [1] . The lexicon-based approach requires preconstructed emotional lexicons to analyze individual terms. Each emotional lexical item given in the lexicon is searched within the text and the weights of each spotted terms are accumulated to a total emotion score [1] [2] [3] [4] . On the other hand, the machine-learning approach considers the task of emotion analysis as a text classification problem [5] and it requires a training process which is performed by training the classifier on a labeled text collection [6] [7] [8] . Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. In the lexicon-based approach, there is no need for labeled training data and decisions taken by the classifier. In addition, the lexicon-based approach is more preferable for dealing with negation and intensification cases [9] . However, this usually requires using a proper emotional lexicon, which is not always available. In addition, it is difficult to take the context into account [10] . In the machine-learning approach, there is no need for a lexicon and in practice it produces higher classification results in terms of accuracy. However, these classification results are only obtained by using a labeled training dataset which is not always available. At the same time, the classifier trained on the texts in one domain cannot perform the same accuracy level in other domains [10] [11] [12] .
In the literature, many studies are based on developing lexicons for sentiment and emotion analyses in English. The following studies focused on developing a lexicon for the former analysis. Nielsen [13] created a new lexicon that can be used for the sentiment analysis. He made use of Twitter data in the creation of this lexicon. For the values of polarity, he gave positive values between 1 and 5 to the words representing the positive information and gave negative values between -1 and -5 to the words representing the negative information.
WordNet [14] is an English electronic dataset containing data for nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. The data in WordNet is organized as synonym sets which are called synsets. Each synset is composed of synonymous words referring a common semantic meaning. Thelwall et al. [15] developed a library named SentiStrength for lexicon-based sentiment analysis in English. SentiStrength library produces sentiment scores for each word of a given text. To do so, it uses several word lists which are sentimental, booster, idiom, negation, and emoticon lists. SentiWordNet [16] is a lexical resource for sentiment analysis. It provides an annotation based on three numerical sentiment scores (positivity, negativity, and neutrality) for each WordNet synset. Clearly, given that this lexical resource provides a synset-based sentiment representation, different senses of the same term may have different sentiment scores. MPQA [17] is a lexicon containing 8222 terms in total. Each term in the lexicon is labeled with polarity values as positive, negative, and neutral. Additionally, each of them has their intensity values which are strong and weak.
Besides developing lexicons for sentiment analysis, there are also available lexicons for emotion analysis in English as follows: Mohammad and Turney [18] created a new lexicon named EmoLex which contains 14,182 words in total. EmoLex is created by considering eight emotion types which are anger, disgust, fear, expectation, joy, sorrow, surprise, and confidence [19] . Strapparava and Valitutti [20] created a lexicon named WAL in their study. WAL is the abbreviated form of WordNet-affect lexicon. The WAL lexicon was created by using several hundred core words tagged by certain emotion categories. The process at this stage is to find the synonyms of the core words in the WordNet lexicon and assign them the emotional type of the relevant core word. In the resulting lexicon, 1536 words are linked to Ekman's [21] six emotion categories. Stone et al. [22] created a lexicon named GI by tagging 11,788 words with 182 tag categories. There are positive and negative categories as semantic orientation within these 182 tag categories. Apart from this, there are also categories of pleasure, arousal, feeling, and pain. In another study, Mohammed [23] generated a large dataset called Twitter emotion   corpus from Twitter by collecting tweets with hashtags corresponding to Ekman's six emotion categories. Then,  he created a new emotion-based lexicon called TEC, containing 11,418 word types, by using the Twitter emotion corpus dataset. In the study [24] , an emotion dataset named hashtag emotion corpus was created by using the hashtag structure in Twitter. Here, the process of emotion identification is based on the names of the hashtags. In the first step, this dataset started with six emotions and later became a structure that covers 585 emotions. In the next step, they created a lexicon named hashtag emotion lexicon from the emotion corpus dataset.
The existence of lexicons in Turkish literature is very scarce compared to those in English. Moreover, there are lexicons only for sentiment analysis as follows: Vural et al. [25] created a framework for unsupervised sentiment analysis in Turkish. They created their own lexicon to be used in the framework by translating the lexicon of SentiStrength sentiment analysis library [15] . Akbas [26] focused on opinion mining by extracting aspects of entities on Turkish tweets. The author used a Turkish opinion word list constructed manually and proposed a word selection algorithm to automate finding new words with their sentiment strengths. In another study, the authors [27] developed a Turkish WordNet by translating synsets from WordNet as a part of the Balkanet project. Dehkharghani et al. [28] created SentiTurkNet, which is the first Turkish polarity resource in the literature, by assigning three polarity scores to each synsets found in Turkish WordNet [27] . In another study, Ucan et al. [29] proposed an automated translation approach to construct sentiment lexicons for new languages by using English resources. At the end of their study, they achieved to construct three different lexicons for Turkish. Sevindi [30] translated SentiWordNet [16] lexicon into Turkish and created a Turkish sentiment lexicon with a term size of 12,697.
In the literature, there are very few studies focused on generating sources for emotion analysis in Turkish. To the best of our knowledge, there is no lexicon for emotion analysis in Turkish. However, there are several datasets. Boynukalin [31] , generated two datasets for analyzing four emotion categories, joy, sadness, anger, and fear. These datasets are Turkish translations of the ISEAR dataset [32] and collection of 25 children's Turkish fairy tales from several websites. For the classification process, she used three different classification methods which are the naive Bayes, complement naive Bayes, and support vector machine. According to the results, complement Naive bayes gave the best results which obtained the accuracy values of 81.34% for the ISEAR dataset with four classes, 76.83% for the Turkish fairy tales with five classes, and 80.39% for the combination of the two datasets with four classes. The second dataset was generated by Demirci who focused on extracting emotion from Turkish microblog entries [33] . She collected tweets for the six emotions, anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise, using the Twitter search mechanism for hashtags. For each emotion category, Demirci defined hashtags containing the derivatives of each emotion word. As a result, Demirci succeeded in collecting 1000 tweets for each emotion, 6000 tweets in total. To investigate the effects of machine learning classification algorithms, she used the naive Bayes, complement naive Bayes, support vector machine, and K-NN classifiers. According to the results, support vector machine outperformed others by achieving 69.92% classification accuracy. Another dataset was generated by Açıcı [34] , where she performed a survey which was carried out among 500 university students from different departments for gathering a dataset for seven emotion categories. The participants were asked to write about a moment of their lives for each emotion categories. As a result of this data compilation process, 3189 documents were collected in total.
In this article, we proposed a Turkish emotion lexicon (TEL) 1 that can be used in emotion analysis in Turkish text for six emotion categories. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first Turkish lexicon which is generated from an original Turkish dataset, TREMO, in the literature [35] . To create the lexicon, we examined the effects of a lemmatizer and a stemmer, two term-weighting schemes, four different lexicon enrichment methods, and a term selection process for lexicon-based emotion analysis, respectively. To evaluate the performance of the lexicon on a different Turkish dataset, we compared the classification results of the lexicon-based approach and machine learning algorithms.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides detailed information about the materials and methods we used to develop the lexicon. Section 3 presents the results and discussions of experiments implemented to show the performance of the proposed lexicon. The last section concludes the paper providing a summary based on the experimentation we performed and gives a look at furthers studies on this topic.
Materials and methods
In this section, we described the materials and methods required to create and examine the lexicon mentioned in this study. We decided to use the TREMO dataset [35] as the material to be used for the generation of the lexicon. Before applying any methods on TREMO, we preprocessed the dataset and found the stem and dictionary forms of each word in the dataset. After the completion of preprocessing, we weighted each term using term frequency, term-class frequency, and mutual information (MI) [36] values. Next, we generated four different lexicons by analyzing each weighted term for biword, concept hierarchy, and the combination of these two approaches. After the creation of the lexicons, we applied term selection phase to decrease the dimension of the corresponding lexicons for efficiency issues.
Dataset
In this study, we used TREMO dataset, which was created in [35] for emotion extraction in Turkish for six emotion categories which are happiness, fear, anger, sadness, disgust, and surprise. To gather this dataset, a survey was conducted where 27,350 documents were collected from 4709 individuals. A validation process was then performed by 48 volunteered annotators for the elimination of ambiguous documents in terms of emotion categories. After the elimination of 1361 ambiguous documents, the validated TREMO dataset was generated which contains 25,989 documents in total.
Preprocessing
The purpose of the preprocessing is to make the TREMO dataset ready for further operations used in the study. In the first step, we removed punctuation marks, numeric characters, and extra spaces. Next, we performed Zemberek as a stemmer [37] and TurkLemma as a lemmatizer [38] on TREMO dataset and constructed two separate datasets, DS_Z and DS_T, added suffixes of letters Z and T, which are the initials of the approaches used. We then deleted stop-words from the relevant datasets. The statistical data about DS_Z and DS_T are shared in Table 1 . The gap of number of terms between both datasets can be explained by the performances of tools Turklemma and Zemberek on foreign nouns, proper nouns, adjectives, and verbs. For example, while Turklemma can achieve extracting the dictionary forms of the terms "empati", "pitbull", "aktivite", "rutin", "türbülans", "vertigo", "iskender kebap", "tiksinç", and "tırsmak", Zemberek cannot provide any stems for these terms. On the other hand, the difference between unique terms of both approaches can be explained by the fact that Turklemma is used as a lemmatizer which focuses on extracting dictionary form of each term and Zemberek tool is used as a stemmer focusing on pruning terms all the way down to roots. 
Method
After preprocessing the dataset, we focused on creating a lexicon providing promising classification results for lexicon-based emotion analysis in Turkish. To do so, we first constructed the TREMO_LEXBasic which contains all the unique terms within the corresponding dataset. We then used term frequency, term-class frequency, and MI values for weighting each term in the TREMO_LEXBasic. After the creation of the basic lexicon, we used it to generate 3 more lexicons, TREMO_LEXBigram, TREMO_LEXConceptHierarchy, and TREMO_LEXConsolidated, by analyzing each term for bigram, constructing a concept hierarchy manually, and creating the combination of these two approaches for the purpose of enrichment of the lexicon. Afterwards, we applied the term selection method on these lexicons.
Term weighting
Weighting each term in a lexicon plays a crucial role in constructing a proper lexicon. Hence, after preprocessing the TREMO dataset, we focused on weighting each unique term of the corresponding dataset for each emotion category. To do this, we used term frequency, term-class frequency, and MI values. Here, we obtained the MI values by using a feature selection method [36] , which measures how much information the presence/absence of a term contributes to make the correct classification decision on a category.
We calculated the weight of each term in the lexicon by using two term-weighting schemes named simple and advanced. The simple scheme calculates the weight of a term by considering only the MI value. On the other hand, the second scheme, advanced, calculates the weight of a term in a more detailed way in order to obtain better classification results. The formulas used in these schemes are shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.
We calculated the weight of the i th term for c th emotion category, W c i , as follows:
The values used in these formulas are the MI value, the number of term frequency (tf ) taking the logarithm to base two for the corresponding emotion category, and the inverse of term class frequency (itcf ), which indicates the number of emotion categories containing the i th term.
Lexicon enrichment
In general, term selection is an important step for the sake of both text analysis accuracy and computational efficiency. However, all these trimming processes reduce system performance in terms of recall and precision.
Luhn defined the resolving power of words [39] , shown in Figure 1 . "Accordingly, the high and low frequency terms are not seen as good discriminators and the resolving power or the discrimination capability, is seen to peak at the medium frequency words [40] ." In order to add the high and low frequency terms into the selected term set, we included bigrams for term phrases to decrease frequencies of high frequency terms and construct a concept hierarchy to increase frequencies of low-frequency terms. Considering bigram terms simply decreases the high-frequency individual words and increases the chance of selection of these individual words in bigram form. First, we concatenated each word in all documents with the following term and then the term frequency value of each newly concatenated bigram term was calculated. Table 2 shows the overall frequencies of two datasets after including bigrams. The total number of bigram terms in each dataset is high because we added all possible bigram terms to the list irrespective of whether they are meaningful or not. Therefore, we decided to include the first 1000 most repeating bigram terms into the lexicon TREMO_LEXBasic and created a new one named TREMO_LEXBigram. We then calculated the term weights of these newly added bigram terms by using simple and advanced weighting schemes for six emotion categories. Table 3 presents the first 10 terms with the highest MI values of TREMO_LEXBigram for all emotion categories based on Zemberek (Z) and TurkLemma (TL). There are two main reasons why these terms were
given. The first one was to show how the terms changed according to emotion categories. As each emotion category contains the terms related with it, there are also opposite meaningful terms for each category such as happy term which has one of the highest MI values for the angry emotion category. This is because MI value is based on the presence or absence of a term for a category. The second reason was that we tried to show the differences between Turklemma lemmatizer and Zemberek stemmer approaches. For example, "mutlu ol" term is single for happiness emotion category of Zemberek-based lexicon. On the other hand, the same term is represented by three different terms which is the difference of the lemmatization process. The main purpose of constructing a concept hierarchy was to push low MI-valued terms into the selected term set. To do this, first, we matched the low MI valued terms consisting of one, two, and three words with their representative terms that will replace them. Table 4 shows some of the terms used for the creation of concept hierarchy for emotion categories fear and sadness. After the replacement process of the low MI valued Table 3 . terms with their representatives, we recalculated the simple and advanced weights of each term in the dataset. Thus, we created a new lexicon called TREMO_LEXConceptHierarcy. For example, as one of the representative terms, fear has a new weight 0.246 instead of 0.229 after applying the concept hierarchy enrichment method. As a result of applying bigram and concept hierarchy methods on TREMO dataset, we managed to obtain two new lexicons. Afterwards, we focused on creating a new lexicon, TREMO_LEXConsolidated, which is the combination of these two lexicons. In this process, we added all the terms to the new lexicon one by one. However, we consolidated the overlapping terms. In other words, we assigned the highest weighting value for the corresponding term. For example, "mutlu" term has 0.188 MI value in TREMO_LEXBigram and 0.195 MI value in TREMO_LEXConceptHierarcy. In this condition, we assigned the weight of "mutlu" as 0.195 for TREMO_LEXConsolidated lexicon.
At the end of lexicon enrichment methods, we generated 4 different lexicons for Zemberek and Turklemma individually. Table 5 shows the term numbers of these lexicons based on DS_Z and DS_T datasets. 
Key word-spotting technique
In this study, we performed emotion analysis by using a lexicon-based approach, which is an unsupervised learning algorithm. This approach is based on keyword-spotting technique, which uses a previously prepared lexicon to spot terms in a given text.
We assume that the dataset, D, has a set of documents
where an arbitrary document d i is represented with a set of terms,
In the corresponding dataset, the emotion categories, K, has six emotion categories,
The key word-spotting technique is a function, which is presented as follows in Eq. (3):
where d i indicates the document to be classified using key word-spotting technique, d ij stands for the j th term of the d i document, L c indicates the lexicon of the c th emotion category, and w indicates weight value of the j th term for c th emotion category in the lexicon L.
Within the scope of key word-spotting technique, we compared the terms of each document with the terms defined in the corresponding lexicon. If there is a match between the terms, we collected the weights of the matched terms in the lexicon separately for each emotion category and then we calculated the overall scores of each emotion category for each document. Thus, we achieved to determine the new emotion category of the corresponding document by assigning the emotion category with the highest weight value as the new emotion category. Here, if the original emotion category of the relevant document is the same as the newly identified category, no change is made, but if it is different, the emotion category of the related document is replaced with the new one. We redefined the emotion categories of all documents in this way. The ratio of the documents whose original emotion category is not changed in the classification process provides the accuracy value.
Term selection
We applied term selection to choose significant terms for inclusion to lexicon to increase the efficiency in the lexicon-based approach. First, we focused on deciding which lexicon and test dataset to be used. In addition, we also intended to decide which term form to be used, Zemberek or Turklemma. To start with the test dataset, we chose the dataset which was generated by Açıcı [34] . The reason why we made this choice among the others, Boynukalin [31] and Demirci [33] , is because the way how the Açıcı's dataset is generated. It is similar to the TREMO dataset which is neither collected from a social media tool nor translated from any language. The categorical distribution of the documents of Açıcı's dataset for this study is shown in Table 6 . The test set includes only four emotion categories in common with TREMO, which are happiness, fear, anger, and sadness. Guilty  488  471  471  465  460  417  417 We applied Zemberek as a stemmer and Turklemma as a lemmatizer, and named resulting test sets as TestSet_Z and TestSet_T, respectively. Then, we performed keyword-spotting technique on both sets. In the evaluation experiment, we used four different lexicons with two different weighting schemes to evaluate their performance in terms of accuracy measures. We then used these results to select an appropriate threshold value to cut lexicons for efficiency issues, based on MI values for each emotion categories individually. Figure 2 presents the key word-spotting results using simple and advanced weighting schemes for four lexicons on TestSet_Z and TestSet_T, respectively. The results clearly show that using advanced weighting scheme gives higher accuracy values than using simple weighting scheme in all cases no matter which form of test dataset is used. To compare the effects of Zemberek and TurkLemma, we calculated the average accuracy difference between simple and advance weighting scheme, where scores are 0.818% and 2.045%, respectively. In other words, lexicons prepared with TurkLemma generally give higher results. These results can also be explained by the differences between the unique terms of each approach in Table 1 , where Turklemma lemmatizer contains the dictionary form of each term and Zemberek stemmer contains only the root forms of each term. As the four lexicons are compared to each other, The TREMO_LEXConsolidated slightly outperforms the others. This is because it is the combination of both lexicons, TREMO_LEXConceptHierarchy and TREMO_LEXBigram, where both bigram and concept hierarchy enrichment methods are included. On the other hand, there is also a slight difference between both of these two methods, where TREMO_LEXConceptHierarchy outperforms TREMO_LEXBigram. This is related with the generated content of concept hierarchy and bigram term list. According to this two structures, the results might change oppositely.
Happiness Fear Anger Sadness Hate Shame
Based on the results obtained so far, we continued our experiments with TestSet_T and TREMO _LEXConsolidated. At this stage, we weighted the lexicon TREMO_LEXConsolidated by using an advanced weighting scheme. We used this scheme for ranking the most significant terms for each emotion category. We reordered the terms of the corresponding lexicon from the highest to the lowest value and then chose the top n terms as interim lexicons, for each emotion category. We then ran key word spotting using these lexicons and observed the accuracy values. Figure 3 shows the results of this experiment, where the best accuracy value is obtained for n = 250 . Next, we empirically selected the cut-off value as 0.00091329, which is the weight value of the 250 th term of the happiness emotion category. As we applied this value to the other five emotion categories, the term selection value for each category varied as shown in Table 7 . 
Experiments and discussions
After the completion of the term selection process, we implemented two experiments where the Turklemmabased dataset was used. The first experiment focused on the comparison of the performance of selected terms versus full terms where only 3.46% of the overall lexicon was used in keyword-spotting technique. Hence, we ran TREMO _LEXConsolidated on the TestSet_T dataset. We then obtained the overall key word-spotting results using full and selected terms. The results of the experiment in terms of accuracy for full and selected terms are 91.715 and 91.873, respectively. The term selection process slightly increases the overall accuracy value. Although we used only the 3.46% of the overall lexicon in the experiment, we obtained the results without any performance loss. It is clear that reducing the lexicon size positively affects the efficiency of the key word-spotting approach. Table 8 shows the confusion matrix comparing the emotion categories we obtained at the end of the experiment. In the table, the emotion category includes two columns where left is for full terms and right is for selected terms. Similarly, accuracy columns indicates average accuracy values for each emotion category. Confusion matrix showed that the highest classification result difference is for the happiness emotion category when the selected terms are used instead of full terms. On the other hand, there are no major differences in other emotion categories. For example, the "anger" category provided slightly higher true positive results for using the selected terms instead of full terms, whereas it is opposite for the categories fear and sadness. In the second experiment, we compared the performance of lexicon-based approach with three machine learning algorithms, support vector machines (SVM), random forest (RF), and naive Bayes (NB), to find out how the lexicon-based approach react against machine learning algorithms. Tables 9-11 show confusion matrices for the classification results obtained by using three machine learning algorithms, SVM, RF, and NB, respectively. The last columns of these tables provide the individual accuracy values of each emotion category. This experiment showed that SVM has the highest values for three emotion categories, happiness, anger, and sadness. On the other hand, the lexicon-based approach achieved the highest value for the emotion category fear. For SVM, RF, and lexicon-based approach, the happiness emotion category provided the highest accuracy value among the others. The reason why the happiness emotion category became prominent might be because it is easy for people to share their happiness compared to other emotion categories. On the other hand, the anger emotion category obtained the lowest accuracy value for SVM, RF, and lexiconbased approach. This is because anger emotion category is likely to be confused with fear and sadness emotion categories [35] . Table 12 shows the overall evaluation results in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measure for each classification method. In general, for all evaluation metrics, SVM, RF, and lexicon-based approach are close to each other. However, NB, as a baseline algorithm, falls far behind. For example, the SVM algorithm performs the highest overall accuracy percentage as 93.25% compared to the other three approaches where RF takes the second place with 92.93%, the lexicon-based approach is in third place with 91.71% and NB is in the fourth position with 85.91%. Besides the overall accuracy value, the other metrics also indicate that SVM is the best classification approach among the others. However, the overall results of the proposed lexicon-based approach is quite close to the SVM results. As this is the case, the proposed lexicon-based approach becomes prominent since there is no training process requirement compared to SVM. In addition, the implementation of a lexicon-based approach is much less complicated to machine learning algorithms used in this experiment. 
Conclusion
In this study, we presented a Turkish emotion lexicon (TEL) for emotion analysis in Turkish text for six emotion categories, namely happiness, fear, anger, sadness, disgust, and surprise. We used the TREMO dataset as the source of the newly created lexicon. To generate the terms in the lexicon, we utilized two approaches, Turklemma and Zemberek. The weight of each term was calculated based on term frequency, term-class frequency, and MI values. To improve the term quality of the lexicon, we included bigrams for high-frequency terms and constructed concept hierarchy for low-frequency terms. We then focused on term selection process for efficiency issues. Overall, we investigated the effects of a lemmatizer and a stemmer, two term-weighting schemes, four different lexicon enrichment methods, and a term selection process for lexicon-based emotion analysis.
For evaluation purposes, we performed a set of experiments to find out the best conditions. To do this, we first analyzed the performances of Turklemma lemmatizer and Zemberek stemmer. Out of these results, we came to a conclusion that TurkLemma outperformed Zemberek. This is the difference between using a lemmatizer and a stemmer. This confirms the previous study [41] in literature.
Additionally, we proposed two weighting schemes called simple and advanced. We observed that the advanced scheme produced better results over the simple scheme because of using term and inverse term-class frequency values additively rather than using only MI values for weighting each term in the lexicon. For lexicon construction, we showed that bigrams and concept hierarchy methods provided an improvement in the classification results. Furthermore, we applied term selection for efficiency issues. In the light of the experiments we conducted, we selected the cut-off value as 0.00091329, which is the weight value of the 250 th term of the happiness emotion category. We then selected the top terms for each emotion category using the same cut-off value. As a result, we found that the term selection process slightly improved the overall accuracy results for lexicon-based emotion analysis.
In addition to the lexicon-based approach, we also applied three machine learning algorithms, SVM, RF, and NB, on the same test dataset to show how the performance of the lexicon-based approach behaves against machine learning-based approaches. After the experiments we conducted with these algorithms, we observed that our proposed lexicon for emotion analysis produced a comparable result with machine learning algorithms.
All in all, we proposed a lexicon which can be used for emotion analysis in Turkish text. It can be considered effective because we found out comparable results with state-of-the-art performance in the emotion analysis literature [42] . On the other hand, it is also efficient because we obtained this performance with a very small set of terms, which is less than 4% of the full lexicon set, without performance loss.
For future works, emotion analysis on different datasets, collected from social media tools, by using the lexicon created within this study can be performed. Secondly, automating the construction of the concept hierarchy in lexicon construction can be considered.
